Two Roosters Don't Make A Chicken...

YOU GOTTA LISTEN TO THIS SONG!!!

This is a husband & wife team - Lewis & Lewis. A group from California had a lawsuit against them because of this song. But. . ..They're still singing it!!

TURN UP SOUND, CLICK THE LINK, WATCH FULL SCREEN AND LISTEN TO SOME COUNTRY LOGIC THAT'S SPOT ON...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=iY9I_a43YLM

God Bless America !

QUITE FUNNY

ALTHOUGH SOME PEOPLE ARE MADE DIFFERENTLY AND WE HAVE TO ACCEPT THAT.
F**KING EXCELLENT - CAN I SHARE THAT WITH MY PEOPLE? I'LL TAKE YOUR NAME OFF OR LEAVE IT ON IF YOU WANT

THIS LITTLE DISCUSSION IS ABSOLUTELY AWESOME - WAKING UP - MARK'S GOT THE PICTURE.

On Wed, Mar 12, 2014 at 3:05 PM, Mark Kennedy wrote:

Hey Mike,

I guess Lewis and Lewis don’t have any sheep on their farm (up to 10%). They definitely don’t have any black swans (up to 25%). Mallard ducks (19%), Bonobo monkeys, etc...Do the Lewis’s have a farm? They definitely don’t have any insects on the farm or at least none they can observe. A spider will fuck anything! Perhaps that’s why they bite...after they figure out you’re not fuckable, they decide to take a piece of flesh another way.

But I do agree with the Lewis’s that we should return to the bible as our authoritative source. Especially the books of Numbers and Leviticus where it tells us whom to stone to death for various abhorrent behaviors. Seriously, the mentally enslaved, bible belt indoctrination, has succeeded with the Lewis’s...what a bunch of crap. How can anyone ever take the bible seriously with performances like this? At what point do “Christians” start to see the bible as spiritual allegory and not literal dogma?

Sorry, I’m ranting, I just got triggered with judgement and responded with my “anti-judgement“. Ha-ha, “anti-judgment“, it’s the same thing as judgement, with a defensive prefix. Thanks for the emotional merry go round. It was fun, I’ll let it go.

Mark

From: MIKE EMERY
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:32 AM
To: Mark Kennedy
Subject: Re: TWO ROOSTERS DON'T MAKE A CHICKEN. 3 min vid

WOW, I DIDN'T KNOW THAT - ANIMALS ARE GAY?

DOLPHINS ARE QUITE INDISCRIMINATE, OF COURSE.

AND WHAT? ABOUT THE SPIDERS?? YOU KNOW THAT THE REAL CONTROLLERS OF THIS PLANET ARE THE ARCHON / DJINN = A SUPER
NATURAL RACE OF SPIDERS !!!!! THAT HAVE BEEN FUCKING IDIOT HUMANS FOR MILLIONS OF YEARS

RE: THE BIBLE = PROFOUND TRUTHS WRAPPED IN LIES = PROPAGANDA

THIS IS AN IMAGE BASED UNIVERSE, WHICH MEANS THAT THE COMMANDMENT "THOU SHALL NOT KILL" HAS BECOME THE COMMAND TO KILL - TO KILL IS AN IMAGE - EVERYBODY KNOWS WHAT IT MEANS - SADLY = FUCKING IDIOTS

MY RANT BACK

On Wed, Mar 12, 2014 at 8:30 PM, Mark Kennedy wrote:

Love it! Image based universe, reflections of reality. Light reflects off truth and is distorted by bullshit.

THAT'S IT IN A NUT SHELL - THE ARCHON GET US TO CREATE LOOSH, WHICH THEY USE TO CREATE DREADFUL IMAGES - AND THEN THEY GET US TO DO IT - DO NOT ACCEPT DREADFUL IMAGES OR EMOTIONS AT ALL - STAY IN LOVE, FUN AND JOY - ITS QUITE SIMPLE AND WE ARE REAL STUPID.

The percentage of gay people in the world is definitely mixed based on location and reporting. As low as 2% and high as 8%, but those numbers are low compared to some species of animals and insects. The bible is definitely used as a control devise, with willing participants. Even though it clearly states that interpretation should be done with the "power of the holy spirit"...in other words, ask the co-author. More distorted images.